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Brentano Brings out Beautiful, Bleach Cleanable Fabrics
Rhythm collection offers sophisticated healthcare textiles
Wheeling, Ill. (October 2013) — Beautiful and bleach cleanable? Brentano’s new introductions satisfy those
criteria and much more. Their fall 2013 offerings include sophisticated designs in an array of colors that
maintain a comfortable hand while also being designed for the most strenuous environments.
Brentano’s commitment to beauty + performance informs all of their designs, and these new upholstery
fabrics truly up the ante by offering gorgeous patterns for healthcare applications.
Pinstripe Big Band, textured stripe Groove and chevron Swing all use 100% solution-dyed yarns and stain
repellant finishes, making them perfect for healthcare environments seeking a more masculine look. Freeflowing, 54” Splash fits right in with the linear trio with its GreenShield finish and cool, retro pattern in 10
dynamic colors.
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About Brentano:
Founded in 1990 by Design Director Iris Wang and her husband, President E-Kwan Chen, Brentano has grown from a
modest beginning of eight patterns to an internationally represented textile house. Brentano's fabrics stem from
Wang's philosophy of balancing beauty + performance. Their growing collection of eco-fabrics expands this ideology by
demanding textiles meet thoroughly researched standards of environmental consciousness while maintaining their
beauty. Having celebrated their 20th anniversary in 2010, Brentano continues to offer a variety of innovative and
interesting textiles, including eco-friendly faux leather, high performance upholstery, fire-resistant, outdoor, Crypton,
Nano-Tex and GreenShield fabrics. Please visit www.brentanofabrics.com for more information.

Top to Bottom: Swing–Lindy Hop 7458-01, Galaxy–Milky Way 3987-01, Splash–Little
Deuce Coupe 8123-02, Big Band–String of Pearls 7460-04, Groove–Whispers 1184-01
The Rhythm collection articulates Brentano’s commitment to beauty +
performance by introducing patterns that are beautiful and bleach-cleanable.
Sophisticated design, gorgeous colors, a comfortable hand and exceptional
performance qualities make Swing, Splash, Big Band and Groove perfect for
healthcare applications.
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